Abstract: Upconversion (UC) materials can be used to harvest near-infrared (NIR) light and convert it into visible light. Although this improves optical device operating spectral range and efficiency, e.g., solar cells, typical UC material conversion efficiency is too low for practical devices. We propose a cross-patterned slot waveguide constructed from UC material embedded in a high index semiconductor layer to improve UC. Since the slot waveguide mode is induced in the low index UC slot, NIR absorption (~970 nm) increased 25-fold compared with film structures. Furthermore, the spontaneous emission enhancement rate at 660 nm increased 9.6-fold compared to the reference film due to resonance excited in the UC slot (Purcell effect). Thus, the proposed UC slot array structure improved UC efficiency 240-fold considering absorption and emission enhancements. This double resonance UC improvement can be applied to practical optical devices.
Introduction
Upconversion (UC) materials convert lower energy light, which cannot be used in optical devices due to active material spectral response limitations, to higher energy light that can be effectively captured. Hence, they have been studied in many fields, including bio-imaging [1] [2] [3] and energy harvesting [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, UC material absorption and emission rates are not high enough for practical uses in optical devices [10] . Although many studies have proposed improving UC efficiency by controlling material composition or doping [11, 12] , efficiency remains insufficient for practical devices. On the other hand, strong optical fields induced in nanophotonic structures have been shown to improve UC efficiency [13, 14] . Strong electric fields at incident wavelength increase light-matter interaction in UC materials, enhancing absorption efficiency. Strong electric fields at emission wavelengths can also enhance the emission rate through the Purcell effect [15, 16] . Significant UC efficiency improvements have been demonstrated for plasmon resonances in metallic structures [7, 17] and Mie resonances in UC material dielectric rods [18] [19] [20] [21] .
In particular, more sophisticated UC layer design rules are required for effective UC material application in solar cells. The conventional solar cell active layer absorbs visible light and should be retained with minimum modification to retain the original efficiency with respect to visible light. However, solar cell UC material layers should provide high conversion efficiency from near-infrared (NIR) to visible light [4, 5, 22, 23] .
Therefore, we propose a cross-patterned UC slot waveguide structure on a solar cell with a high refractive index semiconductor active layer, e.g., silicon. This structure maintained the original active layer visible light absorption, since the UC material had a small area filling factor (0.0975). However, Nanomaterials 2019, 9, 520; doi:10.3390/nano9040520
www.mdpi.com/journal/nanomaterials Nanomaterials 2019, 9, 520 2 of 8 the introduced UC slot waveguide structure will significantly enhance the conversion efficiency due to the strong electric field in the low refractive index slot waveguide. In particular, the proposed structure strongly enhanced NIR (980 nm) absorption and visible emission (660 nm) from coupling with slot waveguide modes.
Upconversion Material Absorption Enhancement
In this paper, we used a home-made three-dimensional (3D) finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method for simulations of the proposed structure. Spatial resolution of 5 nm was used both for the absorption and emission simulations. In the simulations of the absorption, periodic boundary conditions with a square unit cell were assumed for X and Y axes to represent the proposed periodic structure, and the perfectly matched layer (PML) was on the Z axis to indicate infinite free space. The incident light was represented by a planewave monochromatic source with changing the wavelength. In the simulations of the emission, PML boundary conditions were applied to X, Y, and Z axis to represent infinite space and the horizontal simulation domain was 10 × 10 square lattices of the structure to avoid the periodic interference effect of a dipole source. All light from a dipole source can escape into free space less than 10 lattice period. A linearly-polarized dipole source with an emission wavelength was placed in the region of the UC slot. For the calculations of total output, the Poynting vector was integrated over the surface of the rectangular box including the proposed structure, where the surface was separated 100 nm away from the structure. Figure 1a shows the proposed cross-patterned UC slot waveguides in a thin silicon layer to enhance UC material conversion efficiency. The UC slot waveguide array forms a square lattice to provide polarization-independent absorption for incident light. Figure 1b ,c shows two strong light absorption peaks when Ex polarized incident light propagates into the structure, e.g., structure with w = 380 nm, h = 200 nm, and t = 20 nm exhibits peaks at 660 nm and 970 nm (P1 and P2 respectively). Hence, the proposed UC slot waveguide has two resonance modes. The lattice design ensures differently polarized incident light, e.g., Ey polarization, is maintained. Nanomaterials 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 2 of 8 Nanomaterials 2019, 9, x; doi: FOR PEER REVIEW www.mdpi.com/journal/nanomaterials the introduced UC slot waveguide structure will significantly enhance the conversion efficiency due to the strong electric field in the low refractive index slot waveguide. In particular, the proposed structure strongly enhanced NIR (980 nm) absorption and visible emission (660 nm) from coupling with slot waveguide modes.
In this paper, we used a home-made three-dimensional (3D) finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method for simulations of the proposed structure. Spatial resolution of 5 nm was used both for the absorption and emission simulations. In the simulations of the absorption, periodic boundary conditions with a square unit cell were assumed for X and Y axes to represent the proposed periodic structure, and the perfectly matched layer (PML) was on the Z axis to indicate infinite free space. The incident light was represented by a planewave monochromatic source with changing the wavelength. In the simulations of the emission, PML boundary conditions were applied to X, Y, and Z axis to represent infinite space and the horizontal simulation domain was 10 × 10 square lattices of the structure to avoid the periodic interference effect of a dipole source. All light from a dipole source can escape into free space less than 10 lattice period. A linearly-polarized dipole source with an emission wavelength was placed in the region of the UC slot. For the calculations of total output, the Poynting vector was integrated over the surface of the rectangular box including the proposed structure, where the surface was separated 100 nm away from the structure. Figure 1a shows the proposed cross-patterned UC slot waveguides in a thin silicon layer to enhance UC material conversion efficiency. The UC slot waveguide array forms a square lattice to provide polarization-independent absorption for incident light. Figure 1b ,c shows two strong light absorption peaks when Ex polarized incident light propagates into the structure, e.g., structure with w = 380 nm, h = 200 nm, and t = 20 nm exhibits peaks at 660 nm and 970 nm (P1 and P2 respectively). Hence, the proposed UC slot waveguide has two resonance modes. The lattice design ensures differently polarized incident light, e.g., Ey polarization, is maintained. Resonant wavelengths can be controlled by changing the silicon block width or height as shown in Figure 1b ,c, respectively. For w = 300 to 380 nm at fixed h = 200 nm, P1 and P2 redshift from 620-660 nm and 850-970 nm, respectively; whereas for h = 160 to 240 nm at fixed w = 380 nm, P1 and P2 increase 630-730 nm and 880-1040 nm, respectively. Figure 1 shows that structure parameters, w = 380 nm and h = 200 nm correspond to 660 nm and 970 nm, emission and absorption peaks, respectively, for the proposed material construction using Er 3+ /Yb 3+ doped NaYF4 UC material [24] . The simulation assumed experimentally determined UC material and silicon refractive indexes [25, 26] , fitted to Drude-Lorentz and Drude-critical point models, respectively. Resonant wavelengths can be controlled by changing the silicon block width or height as shown in Figure 1b ,c, respectively. For w = 300 to 380 nm at fixed h = 200 nm, P1 and P2 redshift from 620-660 nm and 850-970 nm, respectively; whereas for h = 160 to 240 nm at fixed w = 380 nm, P1 and P2 increase 630-730 nm and 880-1040 nm, respectively. Figure 1 shows that structure parameters, w = 380 nm and h = 200 nm correspond to 660 nm and 970 nm, emission and absorption peaks, respectively, for the proposed material construction using Er 3+ /Yb 3+ doped NaYF 4 UC material [24] . The simulation assumed experimentally determined UC material and silicon refractive indexes [25, 26] , fitted to Drude-Lorentz and Drude-critical point models, respectively. and t = 20 nm structure. We employed a freestanding UC film with thickness = 40 nm and the same volume as the UC slots on Si blocks as the reference structure. The reference film exhibited absorbance <1.2% over the investigated wavelength region, whereas the proposed UC slot structure exhibited strongly enhanced absorption ≈30% at 970 nm, even with the low filling factor = 0.0975 (ratio between UC slot area and total area).
Nanomaterials 2019, 9, x; doi: FOR PEER REVIEW www.mdpi.com/journal/nanomaterials same volume as the UC slots on Si blocks as the reference structure. The reference film exhibited absorbance <1.2% over the investigated wavelength region, whereas the proposed UC slot structure exhibited strongly enhanced absorption ≈30% at 970 nm, even with the low filling factor = 0.0975 (ratio between UC slot area and total area). Figure 2b ,c shows that the resonance electric field profiles for 970 nm incident light exhibit strongly enhanced Ex polarized incident light in the UC slot array. Electric field intensity was strongly concentrated in the low index UC slot region rather than the high index Si block region, due to the slot waveguide mode, with maximum enhanced electric field intensity ≈30× incident wave intensity. Thus, the induced waveguide mode provides strong electric field intensity at lower index layers for vertically polarized incident light for the high-low-high index dielectric layer waveguide [27] [28] [29] . Figure 3 shows the absorption dependencies on the UC slot width (t) and refractive index (n) of the block material. When the width (t) increases from 20 nm to 30 nm, 40 nm, and 50 nm, the absorption peak shifts from 970 nm to 983 nm, 940 nm, and 930 nm, showing the complicated wavelength shift behavior, a slight blue shift, and large red shifts in sequence (Figure 3a) . This shift is attributed to the fact that the effective index of the slot mode becomes higher in the smaller width [27] and the confinement factor has a maximum value in a certain slot width [28] . The absorbance reaches 30% for the slots with the width of 20 nm and 30 nm and is approximately 20% for the slots with the width of 40 nm and 50 nm, respectively. However, considering the area-filling factors, 0.0975, 0.141, 0.181, and 0.219 of the UC material for the widths of 20 nm, 30 nm, 40 nm, and 50 nm, the slot with t = 20 nm shows the highest absorbance per unit UC volume. In the slot with a width of 50 nm, the other mode is also observed at a wavelength of 1065 nm. Figure 2b,c shows that the resonance electric field profiles for 970 nm incident light exhibit strongly enhanced Ex polarized incident light in the UC slot array. Electric field intensity was strongly concentrated in the low index UC slot region rather than the high index Si block region, due to the slot waveguide mode, with maximum enhanced electric field intensity ≈30× incident wave intensity. Thus, the induced waveguide mode provides strong electric field intensity at lower index layers for vertically polarized incident light for the high-low-high index dielectric layer waveguide [27] [28] [29] . Figure 3 shows the absorption dependencies on the UC slot width (t) and refractive index (n) of the block material. When the width (t) increases from 20 nm to 30 nm, 40 nm, and 50 nm, the absorption peak shifts from 970 nm to 983 nm, 940 nm, and 930 nm, showing the complicated wavelength shift behavior, a slight blue shift, and large red shifts in sequence (Figure 3a) . This shift is attributed to the fact that the effective index of the slot mode becomes higher in the smaller width [27] and the confinement factor has a maximum value in a certain slot width [28] . The absorbance reaches 30% for the slots with the width of 20 nm and 30 nm and is approximately 20% for the slots with the width of 40 nm and 50 nm, respectively. However, considering the area-filling factors, 0.0975, 0.141, 0.181, and 0.219 of the UC material for the widths of 20 nm, 30 nm, 40 nm, and 50 nm, the slot with t = 20 nm shows the highest absorbance per unit UC volume. In the slot with a width of 50 nm, the other mode is also observed at a wavelength of 1065 nm.
On the other hand, as the refractive index of the block material increases from 3.0 (blue), and silicon (black), to 3.8 (red), the absorption peak shifts to the longer wavelength and the absorbance decrease slightly from 33% and 30%, to 28%. The optical dielectric function of the silicon includes the material dispersion depending on the wavelength. Nanomaterials 2019, 9, x; doi: FOR PEER REVIEW www.mdpi.com/journal/nanomaterials [27] and the confinement factor has a maximum value in a certain slot width [28] . The absorbance reaches 30% for the slots with the width of 20 nm and 30 nm and is approximately 20% for the slots with the width of 40 nm and 50 nm, respectively. However, considering the area-filling factors, 0.0975, 0.141, 0.181, and 0.219 of the UC material for the widths of 20 nm, 30 nm, 40 nm, and 50 nm, the slot with t = 20 nm shows the highest absorbance per unit UC volume. In the slot with a width of 50 nm, the other mode is also observed at a wavelength of 1065 nm. 
Proposed Upconversion Slot Array Spontaneous Emission Enhancement
We investigated converted visible light (660 nm) emission properties by calculating spontaneous emission (SE) for a dipole source excited in the UC slot array structure and reference UC film. The randomly polarized dipole SE emitters were represented by linear superposition of Ex, Ey, and Ez polarized dipole sources, and SE enhancement rates for horizontally polarized (Ex) or perpendicularly polarized (Ez) 660 nm dipole emitters were investigated. As expected, Ey polarized dipole emitter shows the same SE enhancement as the Ex polarized dipole source due to square lattice geometry. SE enhancement can be calculated as
where P UC and P Bulk are the dipole source emitted powers in the UC slot array and bulk UC material structure, respectively. We assume the bulk UC fills the entire space, and the corresponding SE is the natural decay rate. The total output power from the dipole source can be estimated by integrating the structure's outgoing Poynting vectors. We scanned the position of the dipole source with 5 nm spatial resolution and set the calculation region to 1/8 of a unit cell to take advantage of the structure symmetry, as shown in Figure 4 . On the other hand, as the refractive index of the block material increases from 3.0 (blue), and silicon (black), to 3.8 (red), the absorption peak shifts to the longer wavelength and the absorbance decrease slightly from 33% and 30%, to 28%. The optical dielectric function of the silicon includes the material dispersion depending on the wavelength.
where and are the dipole source emitted powers in the UC slot array and bulk UC material structure, respectively. We assume the bulk UC fills the entire space, and the corresponding SE is the natural decay rate. The total output power from the dipole source can be estimated by integrating the structure's outgoing Poynting vectors. We scanned the position of the dipole source with 5 nm spatial resolution and set the calculation region to 1/8 of a unit cell to take advantage of the structure symmetry, as shown in Figure 4 . (Figure 4a) . SE in the x-direction slot is similar to that for bulk UC. Figure 4b ,c shows that SE is strongly enhanced at the UC slot vertical edges (Figure 4b , red), with maximum SE enhancement ≈24 × bulk UC, and average enhancement over slot = 10.36. The Ey dipole source has the same spatial SE dependence as Ex, aside from 90° rotation, whereas Ez dipole source emission is enhanced toward UC slot vertical center, with maximum and average enhancement = 2.7 and 1.9, respectively.
The SE enhancement rate of the cross-patterned UC slot array was enhanced 7.54-fold compared with bulk UC material considering Ex, Ey, and Ex dipole sources. In contrast, 40-mm-thick reference Figure 4a-c shows SE enhancement as a function of the Ex dipole source position. As Ex polarized incident light excites the slot waveguide mode along the y-direction UC slot, strong SE enhancement only occurs in the y direction (Figure 4a) . SE in the x-direction slot is similar to that for bulk UC. Figure 4b ,c shows that SE is strongly enhanced at the UC slot vertical edges (Figure 4b , red), with maximum SE enhancement ≈24 × bulk UC, and average enhancement over slot = 10.36. The Ey dipole source has the same spatial SE dependence as Ex, aside from 90 • rotation, whereas Ez dipole Nanomaterials 2019, 9, 520 5 of 8 source emission is enhanced toward UC slot vertical center, with maximum and average enhancement = 2.7 and 1.9, respectively.
The SE enhancement rate of the cross-patterned UC slot array was enhanced 7.54-fold compared with bulk UC material considering Ex, Ey, and Ex dipole sources. In contrast, 40-mm-thick reference film provided 0.99 and 0.24 enhancements for Ex and Ez dipole sources, respectively, providing 0.74 average enhancement. Thus, the proposed UC slot construction provided 9.6 × the reference film structure enhancement. Table 1 compares UC slot array and reference film structure absorption and emission rates at 970 nm and 660 nm. We estimated the total wavelength conversion efficiency enhancement as the combination of absorption (25) and SE (9.6) enhancement, i.e., total enhancement ≈240.
To identify the mechanism for the strong SE enhancement for Ex and Ey polarized dipole sources, we investigated the resonance mode excited in the UC slot array by placing a dipole source in the slot. Figure 5a shows the resultant electric field intensity mode profile in the XZ plane for y = 200 nm for the 660 nm mode. We estimated the total wavelength conversion efficiency enhancement as the combination of absorption (25) and SE (9.6) enhancement, i.e., total enhancement ≈240.
To identify the mechanism for the strong SE enhancement for Ex and Ey polarized dipole sources, we investigated the resonance mode excited in the UC slot array by placing a dipole source in the slot. Figure 5a shows the resultant electric field intensity mode profile in the XZ plane for y = 200 nm for the 660 nm mode.
A strong electric field occurs at the top and bottom of the UC slot ( Figure 5a , dark red). SE enhancement along the z-direction in the UC slot (Figures 4c and 5b , blue curve) can be explained by the Purcell effect due to the electric field intensity mode profile (Figure 5b , black curve). Since the Purcell effect is due to the electric field parallel to the dipole direction of an emitter, the similar spatial distributions for the resonant mode and SE enhancement confirm that the enhancement originates from the Purcell effect. 
Conclusions
In this study, we designed a cross-patterned UC material slot array structure to enhance UC for practical solar cell and similar devices using Er 3+ /Yb 3+ doped NaYF4 on silicon substrate. The proposed device achieved 25-fold enhanced incident light (970 nm) absorption and 9.6-fold SE enhancement of 660 nm emission compared with a reference 40-mm-thick uniform UC layer. These large enhancements originated from the two resonance slot modes targeted to match the UC material absorption and emission wavelengths. The double resonant modes provided overall 240-fold increased UC from the proposed cross-patterned UC slot array embedded in the silicon layer. A strong electric field occurs at the top and bottom of the UC slot (Figure 5a, dark red) . SE enhancement along the z-direction in the UC slot (Figures 4c and 5b , blue curve) can be explained by the Purcell effect due to the electric field intensity mode profile (Figure 5b, black curve) . Since the Purcell effect is due to the electric field parallel to the dipole direction of an emitter, the similar spatial distributions for the resonant mode and SE enhancement confirm that the enhancement originates from the Purcell effect.
In this study, we designed a cross-patterned UC material slot array structure to enhance UC for practical solar cell and similar devices using Er 3+ /Yb 3+ doped NaYF 4 on silicon substrate. The proposed device achieved 25-fold enhanced incident light (970 nm) absorption and 9.6-fold SE enhancement of 660 nm emission compared with a reference 40-mm-thick uniform UC layer. These large enhancements originated from the two resonance slot modes targeted to match the UC material absorption and emission wavelengths. The double resonant modes provided overall 240-fold increased UC from the proposed cross-patterned UC slot array embedded in the silicon layer.
The proposed structure can be implemented by introducing UC material in the pre-defined air slots of the silicon layer using an atomic layer deposition [30] or growing amorphous silicon layer on the soft lithographically nanopatterned UC slot using the sol-gel method [31] .
The enhanced wavelength conversion can be practically applied for photovoltaic devices based on surface plasmons and Mie resonances as well as slot mode, and the optical efficiency enhancement can be applied to various optical phenomena such as down conversion [32] [33] [34] and second harmonic generation [35] [36] [37] .
